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I've been seeing a lot of ET Propaganda.  It's usually nothing but fear-mongering combined with flim-
flam science and testimony by experts, most of whom don't recognize the aliens they see every day. 

People often ask me --- do you believe in ETs?  This is usually accompanied by a wide-eyed stare. 

Excuse me, but I grew up in a Christian community where almost everyone believes in ET's by 
definition.  

Ever heard of "angels" both good and bad?  Ever considered the nature of "God"? --- He just showed 
up out of nowhere in Genesis, took a stroll on the dark waters, and.... 

Well, you know the rest of the story, don't you?  

Please note that His Will was exercised by His Voice -- by sound.  Also note that He said, "Let there be
light!" --- not "Let there be darkness!" ---- so, light created and defined the darkness, not the other 
way around. 

Things are seldom what they appear to be, and yet the Truth is not hidden from anyone.

The "fallen from the sky" angels are ET's who are pirates and outlaws on their home planets.  Earth is
being used as a pirate base.

What's hard to understand about this? 

ETs are really no different than anyone else you encounter.  There are the good and the bad, the 
beautiful and the ugly.  Each individual has to be evaluated, one at a time, to arrive at the truth.  

Satan is a seraph, but, so then is Michael.  

So when you hear these broadcasts trying to whip up anti-ET fears and making all sorts of 
assumptions and accusations, turn a deaf ear. 

Keep working to shake loose and dissolve the Seventh Seal on Bardsey Island.  Keep sending the 
energy of your compassion like a wave breaking over it, like a force field moving through it, until the 
last of the blockage is gone.  

Yesterday, December 15th, at about 4:15 Alaska Standard Time, I felt the first release, the sudden 
shift and correction of the energy flow of the Earth. 

It was like sudden sun through dark clouds, combined with that moment when a puzzle piece falls 
into place.  And I knew instantly what it was.  

The Seventh Seal is failing.

http://www.paulstramer.net/2018/12/et-propaganda-and-seventh-seal.html


That adjustment yesterday was just a small breakthrough, a leak in the dam, but it gave me a 
delicious taste of what the change will be. 

Everyone in Africa, Australia, and South America join in with the rest of us and make it happen.

Imagine your compassion and healing power as a wave breaking over Bardsey Island and soaking 
through every square centimeter of its haunted ground, bidding the sacrificial victims peace.  

Imagine the wave of your compassion regaining momentum and passing on and washing over the 
rest of Britain and the European Continent, over Asia, over the Pacific, over America, and finally back 
to Bardsey Island on the West Coast of Britain.  

Sink the wave of healing deep into the land soaked with the blood of 20,000 martyrs and tell them its
okay now.  They can go home at last. 

Or, imagine your force field as a transparent shimmering wall of energy moving deep through the 
ocean bottom and high into the sky,  or like a curtain sweeping through and over the depths of the 
ocean, and passing through Bardsey Island from the roots of the rock buried in the sea floor to the 
crest of its highest hills, and sweeping through, clearing the air above it. Feel how the ocean purifies 
itself and how the air, also, responds. 

Feel the balance returning to everything.  Breathe deep.  Feel the natural flow of energy moving 
outward and onward, no longer held back by anything. This is your true power, the reality of your 
imagining, the power of your will.  

Let it be like a prayer without words, a firm envisioning of cleansing, clarity, release, and peace.  

When the Seventh Seal goes, you will all know it.  Every creature on Earth will know it and feel 
relieved.  I have no doubt that I shall live to see this happen and I am storing up my tears of 
gratitude for when it does.  
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